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development of next generation of compact 
and flexible electronics.[1] The increase in 
computer usage and ever-growing depend-
ence on cloud systems require better 
methods for dissipating heat away from 
electronic components. The important 
ingredients of thermal management are the 
thermal interface materials (TIMs). Various 
TIMs interface two uneven solid surfaces 
where air would be a poor conductor of heat, 
and aid in heat transfer from one medium 
into another. Two important classes of TIMs 
include curing and noncuring composites. 
Both of them consist of a base, i.e., matrix 
materials, and thermally conducting fillers. 
Commonly, the studies of new fillers for 
the use in TIMs start with the curing epoxy-
based composites owing to the relative ease 
of preparation and possibility of comparison 
with a wide range of other epoxy compos-
ites. Recent work on TIMs with carbon 
fillers have focused on curing composites, 
which dry to solid.[2–7] Curing TIMs are 
required for many applications, e.g. attach-
ment of microwave devices, but do not 

cover all thermal management needs. Thermal management of 
computers requires specifically noncuring TIMs, which are com-
monly referred to as thermal pastes or thermal greases. They are 
soft pliable materials, which unlike cured epoxy-based compos-
ites, or phase change materials, remain soft once applied. This 
aids in avoiding crack formations in the bond line due to repeated 
thermal cycling of two connected materials with different tem-
perature expansion coefficients. Noncuring TIMs also allow for 
easy reapplication, known as a TIM’s reworkability property. Non-
curing TIMs are typically cost efficient—an essential requirement 
for commercial applications. Various applications in electronics, 
noncuring grease-like (soft) TIMs are preferred. Examples of the 
applications include but are not limited to cooling of servers in 
large data centers[8] and personal devices which are the primary 
targets for these applications. Current commercially available 
TIMs perform in thermal conductivity range of 0.5–5 Wm−1 K−1 
with combination of several fillers at high loading fractions.[9] 
State-of-the-art and next-generation electronic devices require 
thermal pastes with bulk thermal conductivity in the range of 
20–25 Wm−1 K−1.[10,11] This study focuses specifically on non-
curing TIMs with graphene and few-layer graphene (FLG) fillers.

Curing and noncuring TIMs consists of two main com-
ponents—a polymer or oil material as its base and fillers, 

Development of next-generation thermal interface materials (TIMs) with high 
thermal conductivity is important for thermal management and packaging 
of electronic devices. The synthesis and thermal conductivity measurements 
of noncuring thermal paste, i.e., grease, based on mineral oil with a mixture 
of graphene and few-layer graphene flakes as the fillers, is reported. The 
graphene thermal paste exhibits a distinctive thermal percolation threshold 
with the thermal conductivity revealing a sublinear dependence on the filler 
loading. This behavior contrasts with the thermal conductivity of curing 
graphene TIMs, based on epoxy, where superlinear dependence on the filler 
loading is observed. The performance of the thermal paste is benchmarked 
against top-of-the-line commercial thermal pastes. The obtained results show 
that noncuring graphene TIMs outperforms the best commercial pastes in 
terms of thermal conductivity, at substantially lower filler concentration of 
ϕ = 27 vol%. The obtained results shed light on thermal percolation mecha-
nism in noncuring polymeric matrices laden with quasi-two-dimensional 
fillers. Considering recent progress in graphene production via liquid phase 
exfoliation and oxide reduction, the results open a pathway for large-scale 
industrial application of graphene in thermal management of electronics.
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1. Introduction

As transistors continue to decrease in size and packing densities 
increase, thermal management becomes the critical bottleneck for 
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which are thermally conductive inclusions added to the base 
increasing the overall heat conduction properties of the 
resulting composite. Polymer base materials have a rather low 
thermal conductivity within the range of 0.2–0.5 Wm−1 K−1, 
mainly owing to their amorphous structure.[12] The strategy for 
creating advanced TIMs is to find a filler with high intrinsic 
thermal conductivity and incorporate it into a base creating a 
soft material, which is easy to apply and bind the interfaces. 
Numerous other parameters such as filler–matrix coupling, 
uniformity of the dispersion of the fillers, viscosity, and surface 
adhesion affect the resulting performance of the TIM. Conven-
tional fillers, which are added to enhance the thermal proper-
ties of the base polymeric or oil matrices, span a wide range 
of materials, including metals,[13,14] ceramics, metal oxides,[15–

20] and semiconductors[18,21] with micro- and nanometer scale 
dimensions. Apart from thermal conductivity, the selection cri-
teria for fillers include many parameters such as compatibility 
with the matrix, weight, thermal expansion characteristics, and 
rheological behavior. Recent concerns over environmentally 
friendly materials further limit the list of available additives, 
which can be used as fillers. Considering all these parameters 
and limitations, the most promising recently emerged filler 
material is graphene.[22,23]

The first exfoliation of graphene[24,25] and measurement of 
its electrical properties sparked intensive efforts to find gra-
phene’s applications in electronics,[26] e.g., as on-chip or inter-
chip[27] interconnects,[28,29] or a complementary material to sil-
icon in analog or non-Boolean electronics.[30] The idea of using 
graphene as fillers in thermal applications emerged from the 
discovery of the exceptional heat conduction properties of sus-
pended “large” flakes of single-layer graphene (SLG), with the 
thermal conductivity ranging from 2000 to 5300 Wm−1 K−1.[31,32] 
It is established that in SLG, acoustic phonons are the main 
heat carriers with a “gray” mean-free-path (MFP) of ≈750 nm.[31] 
Theory suggests that long-wavelength phonons with much 
larger MFP make substantial contribution to thermal conduc-
tivity. The thermal conductivity of SLG with lateral dimensions 
smaller than MFP degrades due to the “classical size” effects, 
i.e., phonon–flake edges scattering. The thermal conductivity of 
SLG is vulnerable to defects, wrinkles, bending, and rolling.[33] 
The cross-section of SLG is also small making it not an ideal 
filler. From another perspective, FLG is more resistant to degra-
dation of its intrinsic thermal properties due to rolling, bending, 
or exposure to matrix defects. For these reasons, FLG with 
some addition of SLG, create better filler–matrix and filler–filler 
coupling, and are considered to be optimum filler mixture. The 
in-plane thermal conductivity of FLG converges to that of the 
high-quality bulk graphite, which by itself is as high as ≈2000 
Wm−1 K−1, as the number of layers exceeds about eight mon-
olayers.[34–36] The ability of FLG—a van der Waals material—to 
present thermal conductivity of bulk graphite is an important 
factor for thermal applications. The thermal conductivity of 
FLG is one and two orders of magnitudes higher than that of 
the conventional metallic and ceramics fillers, respectively.

Technological challenges using graphene and FLG as fillers 
in thermal management applications, which by their nature 
require large amount of source material, were linked to the 
low yield production laboratory methods. The last decade of 
graphene research has led to development of several scalable 

techniques, such as liquid phase exfoliation (LPE)[37,38] and 
graphene oxide reduction,[39,40] which provide large quantities 
of graphene and FLG of quality acceptable for thermal appli-
cations, making the mass production cost effective.[38,41] These 
recent developments remove the barriers for graphene utili-
zation in the next generation of curing and noncuring TIMs. 
In the following discussion, in thermal context, we will use 
the term “graphene” for the mixture of mostly FLG with some 
fraction of SLG. When required, the term FLG will be used 
to emphasize its specific thickness. One should note that, in 
the considered thickness range, FLG retains its flexibility and 
remains different from brittle thin films of graphite.

To date, the studies of graphene fillers in TIMs were focused 
almost exclusively on curing epoxy-based composites. The pio-
neering studies reported the thermal conductivity enhance-
ment of epoxy by a factor of 25× even at small graphene loading 
fractions of ϕ = 10 vol%.[42,43] The only available reports of gra-
phene enhanced noncuring TIMs utilized commercial TIMs 
with addition of some fraction of graphene fillers. It has been 
shown that incorporation of small loading fraction graphene 
fillers into commercial noncuring TIMs enhances their thermal 
conductivity significantly.[42,44–48] However, in view of undis-
closed composition of commercial TIMs it is hard to assess the 
strength of the effect of graphene fillers. In addition, commer-
cial TIMs already have a high concentrations of fillers, and the 
addition of even a small amount of graphene results in agglom-
eration and creation of separated clusters of fillers. These facts 
motivated the present research, which uses the simple base 
such as mineral oil and in-house process of preparation and 
incorporation of graphene fillers.

Combining different types of fillers with various sizes and 
aspect ratios into a single matrix for achieving the “synergistic 
effects” is a known strategy for attaining a further enhancement 
in thermal properties of composites.[11,17] It has been demon-
strated that the “synergistic effects” are effective even when 
one uses fillers of the same material but with two or more size 
scales.[6,17] A simple explanation for this effect is that smaller 
size fillers reside between large fillers and connect them more 
efficiently, leading to improved thermal conduction. By their 
nature, FLG fillers consist of several graphene monolayers 
which are held up through weak van der Waals forces[49] in the 
cross-plane direction. During the mixing processes of FLG with 
the matrix materials, due to the high shear stresses involved, 
the atomic layers of FLG separate out, resulting in a mixture of 
FLG and SLG fillers, which potentially develop the “synergistic 
effect.” The FLG fillers are better for heat conduction while SLG 
fillers are more flexible and better for establishing the links 
among the FLG fillers. These properties can be considered extra 
advantages of FLG over metallic and ceramic fillers.

In this paper, we describe the details of synthesizing thermal 
paste with the high loading fraction of FLG fillers with large 
lateral sizes—in a few microns range. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first report of the high-concentration noncuring 
graphene TIMs, prepared without the use of commercial TIM 
with other fillers. The composition of the noncuring graphene 
TIM is intentionally kept simple—mineral oil base and FLG 
fillers. Our results show that even without additional fillers, 
graphene thermal paste outperforms, in terms of thermal con-
ductivity, the best commercially available noncuring TIMs. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
describe synthesis of graphene thermal paste. Section 3 pro-
vides the results of thermal characterization. The results of 
benchmarking of graphene paste against the best commercial 
noncuring TIMs is described in Section 4. Our conclusions are 
given in Section 5.

2. Material Synthesis and Characterization

2.1. Sample Preparation

Figure 1 illustrates the step-by-step preparation procedure and 
typical applications of noncuring TIMs in electronics. Commer-
cially available graphene fillers (grade H-15, XG-Sciences) with 
the vendor-specified large lateral dimensions of ≈15 µm were 
weighed and added in precalculated proportions to the mineral 
oil base (Walgreen Health). The large lateral dimensions of the 
fillers are essential for achieving high thermal conductivity. How-
ever, it should be noted that large fillers are more susceptible to 
rolling and bending during the mixing procedure[3] so special 
care should be taken to avoid filler agglomeration and crumbling, 
especially at high filler loading fractions. To avoid agglomeration, 
the mixtures of mineral oil and graphene were prepared with 
addition of acetone to keep the filler quality and size intact during 
the mixing process.[50–52] Adding a solvent such as acetone to the 
fillers lowers the impact, which mixing has on the fillers as well 
as on the dispersion of the TIM.[37,53,54] Graphene is measured 
and placed into a container followed by the addition of acetone, 
creating a graphene−acetone suspension, then the mineral oil is 

added. The compounds are mixed using a high shear speed mixer 
(Flacktek Inc.) at 310 rpm, the lowest mixing speed, for about 
20 min. The effects of mixing speed and other parameters have 
been researched in details and utilized in the preparation.[52,55] 
The hydrophobicity of graphene explains the mechanism of crea-
tion of the emulsion, and the graphene’s preference in binding 
to the oil over acetone.[56] The low mixing speed results in the 
binding of graphene and mineral oil, and separates them from 
the acetone which has been added later. The acetone is removed 
from graphene and mineral oil mixture following phase separa-
tion. Finally, the mixture is placed in an oven to evaporate the sol-
vent for ≈2 h at 70° C. This process yields a smooth paste with 
proper viscosity that is easily spreadable, homogenous, and can 
be contained within a syringe for later applications. The prepared 
samples have been characterized using Raman spectroscopy 
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure S1a,b, Sup-
porting Information). The homogenous dispersion of graphene 
inside the paste is important to the integrity of the composite.[57] 
In addition to good filler dispersion, a preservation of the fillers 
throughout the process is another important factor in the perfor-
mance of the obtained noncuring TIMs.

2.2. Thermal Conductivity Measurements and Data Analysis

The thermal conductivity and contact resistance of the sam-
ples were measured using an industrial grade TIM tester 
(LonGwin Science and Technology Corp.) designed for meas-
urements according to the standard ASTM D 5470-06—a 
steady-state method for measuring the thermal properties of 
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Figure 1. Schematic showing typical practical applications of noncuring thermal interface materials in electronics, and the process flow for synthesizing 
graphene noncuring thermal paste. Graphene is added to the base material with acetone followed by the slow speed sheer mixing. The optimized 
mixing process separates the graphene and mineral oil mix from the acetone. This leaves a smooth graphene paste with proper viscosity which is easy 
to store and apply at the interfaces.
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TIMs (Figure S2, Supporting Information).[54] This method 
is based on the one-dimensional heat conduction Fourier’s 
law, q′′ = −kappΔT/Δx, which allows for determining the sam-
ple’s apparent thermal conductivity, kapp [Wm−1 K−1], via accu-
rately monitored heat conduction flux, q′′ [Wm−2], and the 
temperature difference, ΔT [K], across the sample’s thick-
ness, Δx [m−1]. The sample’s total thermal resistance per area, 

= T/ =
x

[Km W ]tot
app

2 1′′ ∆ ″ ∆ −R q
k

, at various thicknesses were 

measured at a constant temperature of 35 °C, atmospheric 
pressure, and plotted as a function of its thickness. The data 
has been fitted using a linear regression method. The inverse 
slope and the y-intercept of the fitted line shows the TIM’s 
thermal conductivity and twice of its thermal contact resistance, 
2 c′′R ,[58] as explained below in more details. The temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity measurements are conducted 
in the same way, only changing the temperature in the range of 
30 °C–115 °C, with no applied pressure.

3. Results of Thermal Testing

When a thin layer of TIM is applied between two solid sur-
faces, assuming a one-dimensional heat flow from the hot to 
the cold side, the total thermal resistance can be defined as 
R R R R′′ = ′′ + ′′ + ′′tot TIM c1 c2 where R′′TIM is the thermal resistance asso-
ciated with the TIM layer and c1′′R  and c2′′R  are the thermal con-
tact resistances between the TIM and solid surfaces due to the 
inherent microscopic asperities within solid surfaces (see the 
schematic in Figure S3, Supporting Information). This equation 
can be restated as / / 2tot app TIM c′′ = = + ′′R BLT k BLT k R  considering 
that the thermal contact resistance between the TIM layer and 
upper and lower solid surfaces are equal ( c1 c2 c′′ = ′′ = ′′R R R ). In this 
equation, kapp and kTIM are the “apparent” and the “bulk” thermal 
conductivity of the TIM layer. The difference between these two 
quantities is that the former depends on bond line thickness (BLT) 
and the thermal contact resistances and thus, is not a material 
property, which is why it is referred as “apparent” thermal conduc-
tivity. However, the latter is related to the “true” or “bulk” thermal 
conductivity of the TIM layer which is a material characteristic 
and depends on the thermal transport properties of the base poly-
meric matrix, fillers, and their interaction with each other.

In Figure 2, we show the results of tot′′R  measurements of 
TIMs with different filler loadings as a function of the BLT at 
a constant temperature of 35 °C without any applied pressure 
(atmospheric pressure). Since tot′′R  depends linearly on BLT, 
one can extract kTIM and c′′R  with linear fittings (dashed lines 
in Figure 2) on the experimental data. In this case, the inverse 
slope and the y-intercept of the fitted line shows kTIM and 2 c′′R , 
respectively, with an assumption that both parameters remain 
constant as BLT changes. As one can see, with adding graphene 
fillers, the slope of the fitted lines decreases significantly, indi-
cating a strong enhancement in the “bulk” thermal conductivity 
of the compound. However, addition of fillers also increases the 
thermal contact resistance, which will be discussed later.

Figure 3 presents the thermal conductivity of the graphene 
noncuring TIMs as a function of the filler loading. The error 
bars are associated with the standard error in the thermal con-
ductivity measurements as a result of the linear fitting through 

the experimental data shown in Figure 2. The data indicates 
that at small, ϕ = 1.9 vol%, graphene filler loading, a significant 
enhancement in compound’s thermal conductivity is observed 
followed by a saturation effect at the higher loading fractions. 
This enhancement is attributed to the thermal percolation, i.e., 
the onset of formation of the continuous network of thermally 
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Figure 2. Thermal resistance per unit area, R’’, as a function of the bond 
line thickness (BLT). The dashed lines show the linear regression fittings 
to the experimental data. Adding graphene fillers to mineral oil results 
in the slope of the lines decreasing significantly, which indicates string 
enhancement in the “bulk” thermal conductivity of the graphene thermal 
paste.

Figure 3. Thermal conductivity of the noncuring graphene thermal inter-
face materials (TIMs) as a function of graphene volume fraction. Adding 
fillers to the mineral oil base leads to more than 4× enhancement of the 
thermal conductivity at ϕ = 1.9 vol%. The strong enhancement is attrib-
uted to the onset of the thermal percolation. The increase in thermal con-
ductivity slows down as more fillers are incorporated into the matrix, and 
it saturates at the high loading fractions. The dashed lines are the theo-
retical fitting of the experimental data according to the effective thermal 
conductivity equation k ϕ ϕ−~( )th

p  with ϕth = 1.9 vol% and p = 0.32. The 
inset shows the data in a log−log scale.
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conductive fillers inside the matrix. The thermal percolation 
strongly enhances the overall thermal conductivity of the com-
posites. Note that the thermal conductivity increases from 
0.3 Wm−1 K−1 of pure mineral oil to 1.2 Wm−1 K−1 with addition 
of only 1.9 vol% of graphene. The observed change in the thermal 
conductivity is similar to the electrical conductivity behavior of 
polymers as they are loaded with electrically conductive fillers.[59]

In the electrical percolation regime, the electrical conduc-
tivity of polymers increases by several orders of magnitude 
as electrically conductive fillers form a continuous network 
inside the electrically insulating matrix. The electrical perco-
lation is theoretically described by the power scaling law as 

~ ( )E
tσ ϕ ϕ− , where σ is the electrical conductivity of the com-

posite, ϕ is the filler loading fraction, ϕE is the filler loading 
at the electrical percolation threshold, and t is the “universal” 
critical exponent. Following the same theoretical concept, the 
experimental data in Figure 2 has been fitted by a power scaling 
law as kTIM = A(ϕ − ϕth)p, where A, ϕth and p are fitting param-
eters being the filler loading at thermal percolation threshold 
and the exponent, respectively. The inset in Figure 3 shows 
the experimental data and theoretical fitting in a log−log scale. 
Generally, as the loading fraction of filler increases, one would 
expect to see substantial continuous increases in enhancement 
of TIM’s thermal conductivity. Most cured, i.e., solid TIMs 
exhibit linear to superlinear thermal conductivity dependence 
on the filler loading fraction.[2] However, the prepared non-
curing TIMs exhibit a saturation effect for the thermal conduc-
tivity as a function of the filler loading fraction. This is similar 
to the effect reported previously for nanofluids and some soft 
TIMs.[5,60–62] The saturation effect is attributed to a tradeoff 
between the enhancement in the “bulk” thermal conductivity 
as more fillers are added to the matrix and the decrease in 
the thermal conductance as the thermal interface resistance 
between the filler−filler and filler−matrix interfaces increases 
due to incorporation of more fillers into the matrix. Note that 
heat transport in graphene-based compounds are dominated by 
phonons even though they reveal electrical percolation at rather 
low graphene loadings.[3,35,63]

Figure 4 shows the contact resistance, c′′R , of the noncuring 
graphene TIMs as a function of the filler loading fraction meas-
ured at the atmospheric pressure. As expected, with incorpo-
ration of more fillers into the matrix, the contact resistance 
increases as well. For semisolid or semiliquid TIMs, assuming 
that the “bulk” thermal conductivity of the TIM layer is much 
smaller than that of the binding surfaces, the contact resist-
ance can be described using the semiempirical model as 

2c c c
TIM

1 2

ζ
′′ = ′′= 









+R R c

k

G

P

n

[62] where 2 2G G G= ′ + ′′ . In this 

equation, G′ and G′′ are the storage and loss shear modulus of 
the TIM, P is the applied pressure, ζ is the average roughness 
of the two binding surfaces, assuming that both have the same 
roughness at interfaces, and c and n are empirical coefficients, 
respectively. One can see that at a constant applied pressure the 
prediction of thermal contact resistance becomes cumbersome 
owing to the fact that the two parameters have opposing effects 
on the contact resistance. The latter is due to the fact that 
adding graphene fillers results in increasing both kTIM and G. 
However, this equation intuitively suggests that for TIMs with a 
specific filler, there exists an optimum filler loading at which the 

“bulk” thermal conductivity, kTIM, significantly increases while 
the thermal contact resistance, c′′R , is affected only slightly. This 
fact becomes more evident if we restate the total thermal resist-

ance as 
1

tot
TIM

ζ′′ = 





+ 













R
k

BLT c
G

P

n

 showing the importance 

of increasing the TIM bulk thermal conductivity to reduce the 
total thermal resistance.

The temperature of electronic devices during operation, 
no matter how the generated heat is dissipated, increases due 
to Joule heating, which is unavoidable. The temperature rise 
depends on the total thermal resistance of the system from the 
heat source to the environment. In most cases, the TIM layer is 
one of the bottlenecks for efficient thermal management of the 
system. In this process, the temperature across the TIM layer 
increases which in turn, affects its “bulk” thermal conductivity 
and thermal contact resistance. To evaluate the overall thermal 
performance of the TIM layer in an extended temperature range, 
the “apparent” thermal conductivity is a more informative para-
meter. It includes the temperature effects on both the “bulk” 
thermal conductivity and thermal contact resistance. It is impor-
tant to evaluate the temperature-dependent characteristics of 
noncuring graphene TIMs to verify their overall robustness and 
stability at elevated temperatures. Practically useful TIMs should 
perform at high temperatures and retain their thermal properties, 
as well as sustain an uneven heating throughout the component.

Figure 5 shows the “apparent” thermal conductivity of the 
noncuring graphene TIMs as a function of temperature in the 
range of 40 − 115 °C, with no applied pressure. The data are 
shown for TIMs with various graphene loading fractions. The 
noncuring graphene TIMs with ϕ = 1.9 vol% exhibit a slight 
variation in the “apparent” thermal conductivity as the tempera-
ture increases. The “apparent” thermal conductivity change is 
more pronounced in TIMs with the higher loading compared 
to that of TIMs with the low graphene loading, although the 
change is not significant. Generally, the shear modulus of TIMs 
decreases with increasing the joint temperature, which, in turn, 
reduces the thermal contact resistance. However, the “bulk” 

Adv. Electron. Mater. 2020, 1901303

Figure 4. Thermal contact resistance as a function of the filler loading. 
The error bars show the standard error. The thermal contact resistance 
increases with the loading fraction.
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thermal conductivity of TIMs is also decreasing with tempera-
ture,[64] which causes the overall “apparent” thermal conduc-
tivity to drop. At the same time, the decrease in the “apparent” 
thermal conductivity is not significant, attesting to the practi-
cality of noncuring graphene thermal paste.[65,66]

Another important issue that arises at increased tempera-
ture for noncured TIMs is “pumping out,” also referred to as 
“bleeding out” problem.[9,67,68] This term indicates the process 
of thermal grease pumping out from the binding surfaces due 
to the decrease of the viscosity at elevated temperatures and 
continuous temperature cycling of the electronic devices at on−
off operational states.[69] The latter results in reduction of the 
actual contact of the TIM layer with adjoining solid surfaces, 
which increases the thermal contact resistance. To evaluate the 
“bleeding out” problem associated with the noncured graphene 
TIMs, the BLT variation has been measured as a function of 
temperature (see Figure 6). The variation in BLT as a function of 
temperature in pure mineral oil and TIM with ϕ = 1.9 vol% is ≈ 
2 µm °C −1 whereas for the TIM with ϕ = 8.5 vol%, it drops to ≈ 
0.5 µm °C−1. As one can see, the variation is more pronounced 
at low graphene loadings as compared to that with the high 
loading. This observation indirectly indicates that noncuring gra-
phene TIMs with graphene loading of more than ≈ 8.5 vol% are 
less prone to the “bleeding out” problem. More extensive power 
cycling experiments are needed to determine the application effi-
ciency, stability, and reliability of the produced graphene-based 
noncuring TIMs. These measurements are beyond the scope of 
the present investigation and reserved for future studies.[70–72]

4. Benchmarking Against Commercial 
Noncuring TIMs

To benchmark the performance of the noncuring graphene 
thermal paste against the cutting edge TIM technology, we 
measured the “bulk” thermal conductivity of five top com-
mercial TIMs widely used in industry. It should be noted that 

many commercial TIMs claim the thermal conductivity values 
exceeding 10 Wm−1 K−1, although the vendor-supplied descrip-
tions do not specify how the thermal measurements have been 
performed. In Figure 7, we present the measured and claimed 
values of the “bulk” thermal conductivity of commercial TIMs. 
All measurements used the same experimental setup (see above 
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Figure 5. “Apparent” thermal conductivity of the noncured graphene 
thermal interface materials (TIMs) as a function of temperature in the 
range from 40  to 115 °C.

Figure 6. Bond line thickness (BLT) as a function of temperature at 
atmospheric pressure. The variation in BLT for mineral oil and non-
curing graphene thermal interface material (TIM) with ϕ = 1.9 vol% is 
≈2.3 µm °C−1. The variation in the TIM thickness with temperature drops 
to ≈0.5 µm °C−1 at the higher graphene filler loading. The latter indicates 
that the noncuring graphene TIMs with higher graphene loading are less 
prone to the “bleeding-out” problem.

Figure 7. Benchmarking of noncuring graphene thermal interface mate-
rials (TIMs) against commercial noncuring TIMs. The noncuring gra-
phene TIM has ϕ = 19.8 vol% (40 wt%) filler loading. The grey bars show 
the thermal conductivity values claimed by the vendors. The light coral 
bars present the data measured by the same instrument used for this 
study. There is a substantial discrepancy between the claimed and meas-
ured data for the commercial TIMs. The noncuring graphene thermal 
paste outperforms all commercial noncuring TIMs. A commercial non-
curing TIM with the highest thermal conductivity (PK Pro-3) uses ≈90 
wt% of Al and ZnO filler loading, which is more than two times of the 
graphene filler concentration used in this study.
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and the Supporting Information) under the same steady-state 
conditions at 35 °C and atmospheric pressure. The obtained 
data indicate that the true “bulk” thermal conductivity for all 
commercial noncuring TIMs is substantially lower than that 
specified in the vendor datasheets. The thermal conductivity 
of the noncuring graphene TIM with ϕ = 19.8 vol% surpasses 
that of the all commercial TIMs. The highest “bulk” thermal 
conductivity for the commercial noncuring TIM was obtained 
for TIM PK-Pro 3 (Prolimatech Inc.). It was determined to be 
6.19 Wm−1 K−1, which is close to the thermal conductivity of 
the noncuring graphene TIM. However, one should note that 
PK-Pro 3 incorporates ≈90 wt% of Al and ZnO as fillers[73] while 
graphene TIMs includes only 40 wt% of graphene (see Figure 7).

Table 1 summarizes recent research data for noncuring TIMs 
and nanofluids with different fillers and host matrices. The dif-
ficulty in uniform dispersion of fillers through the matrix could 
be one of the reasons for the scarcity of literature in the field of 
noncuring TIMs. The data presented in Figure 7 and Table 1 
attest for the great potential of noncuring graphene thermal 
paste for thermal management of advanced electronics.

5. Conclusions

We reported on the synthesis and thermal conductivity measure-
ments of noncuring thermal paste, i.e., grease, based on mineral 
oil with the mixture of graphene and few-layer graphene flakes 

as the fillers. It was found that graphene thermal paste exhibits 
a distinctive thermal percolation threshold with the thermal 
conductivity revealing a sublinear dependence on the filler 
loading. This behavior contrasts with the thermal conductivity 
of curing graphene TIMs, based on epoxy, where superlinear 
dependence on the filler loading is observed. The performance 
of graphene thermal paste was benchmarked against top-of-the-
line commercial thermal pastes. The obtained results show that 
noncuring graphene TIMs outperforms the best commercial 
pastes in terms of thermal conductivity, at substantially lower 
filler concentration. The obtained results shed light on thermal 
percolation mechanism in noncuring polymeric matrices laden 
with quasi two dimensional fillers. Considering recent progress 
in graphene production via LPE and oxide reduction, we argue 
that our results open a pathway for large-scale industrial appli-
cation of graphene in thermal management of electronics.
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Table 1. Thermal conductivity of noncuring thermal interface materials with different fillers.

Filler Base matrix Filler loading Method K [Wm−1 K−1] Refs.

vol% wt%

Graphene Mineral oil 27 50 Time tester 7.1 This work

Al2O3/graphene Silicone grease 6/1 – TPS 3.0 [17]

Graphene Epoxy without resin 11 – Tim tester 0.90 [74]

rGO Silicone oil 4.3 – THWM 1 [75]

Graphene NF Silicone oil 4.3 – THWM 0.25 [75]

Graphene Silicone oil 0.07 – THWM 0.215 [76]

Graphene/CuO Water 0.07 – Kd2 thermometer 0.28 [77]

Graphene/Fe3O4 Commercial TIM – 6 Laser flash ≈1.46 [46]

Functionalized 

graphene

Water – 5 THWM 1.15 [78]

GNP Silicone grease 0.75 – THB 3.2 [79]

GNP Water – 0.10 THWM 0.75 [80]

CNT Silicone elastomer – 4 Tim tester 1.8 [18]

Silica Water 3 – THWM 0.66 [81]

CuO microdisks Silicone base 0.09 – Hot disk 0.28 [20]

CuO nanoblock Silicone base 0.09 – Hot disk 0.25 [20]

CuO microspheres Silicone base 0.09 – Hot disk 0.23 [82]

TiO2 Water 5 – THWM 0.871 [83]

AlN EG, PG 10 – THWM 0.35 [13]

T-ZnO Silicon oil 18 – TPS 0.88 [19]

EG, ethylene glycol; GNP, graphene nanoplatelets; NF, nano-flakes; PG, propylene glycol;THB, transient hot bridge; THWM, transient hot wire method; TPS, transient 
plane source.
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